
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Head of the Canadian Federation of Independent Business warns more businesses risk permanently 

closing as parts of Canada’s mandate for stricter restrictions. Prior to the second wave, the federation 
estimated that 160,000 businesses would fail before end of pandemic.

• Loblaw Companies Ltd raised its dividends as its third quarter profits and sales climbed higher 
compared to a year before and topped expectations. The company will now pay quarterly dividends  
of 33.5 cents per share. Revenue for 16-week period totaled $15.67billion.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• The Eastern townships region will now be a red zone as of midnight on Thursday. When the 

announcement was made, 54 of the 1,169 cases in Quebec in the last 24 hours had come out of  
that region. New status means dine in restaurants, and entertainment centers must close.

• Concordia University announces it will extend the holiday break by one week and delay the start of the 
new winter semester until January 13th. The university cited increased stress and fatigue in students 
caused by the isolation of studying remotely as the reason for the delay.

USA NEWS
• U.S. consumer prices were unexpectedly unchanged in October as moderate gains in food prices 

were offset by cheaper gasoline amid slack in the economy. The Labor Department said the 
unchanged reading in the consumer price index followed a 0.2% increase in September.

• The number of Americans filing new unemployment benefit claims fell to seven-month low last week, 
but the pace of decline has slowed. Initial claims for state unemployment benefits totaled seasonally 
adjusted 709,000, week ended November 7, compared to 757,000 a week prior.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• European Union strikes a deal with Pfizer to initially pay less for its COVID-19 vaccine candidate 

than the U.S., as the bloc secures an agreement of up to 300 million doses. The EU will pay less than 
$19.50 per jab, partly reflecting financial support given by EU for drug’s development.

• The UK’s economy rebounded from recession July to September, but growth slowed at the end of 
that quarter. Growth of 15.5% in July to September was the biggest on record. However, growth was 
weaker in September, while the country’s economy is still 8.2% smaller than pre-pandemic.
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